TRV

TRV

Interrow cleaner

TRV SIMPLY / TRV STANDARD / TRV FARMER / TRV 2.0 HD
Specifications

TRV 3M

TRV 4M

TRV 6M

TRV 9M

-

-

Ja

Ja/Dobbelt

3m

4m

2,9 m

2,9 m

Max. 24

Max. 32

Max. 48

Max. 72

Fra 15 cm

Fra 15 cm

Fra 15 cm

Fra 15 cm

Seed equipment

Options

Options

Options

Options

Camera steering

Options

Options

Options

Options

Sections control

Options

Options

Options

Options

Options

Options

Options

Options

-

-

-

2.350 kg

8 hk

80 hk

120 hk

150 hk

Foldable
Transport width
No. rows
Rowdistance

Mechanical side
control
Weight
Recommended HP
Standard

Thyregod has for many
years developed and produced row cleaners for
cleaning in row crops.
Today, the TRV row cleaner
works in many different conditions around the world.
In row distances from 12.5
cm up to 90 cm. Whether it
is cereals, rapeseed, beet,
corn or anything else, the

demand in many crops.
And with the market’s highest frame of 85 cm and the
highest lifting height of the
sectional lift at a full 75 cm,
Through our super accurate we ensure that no plants
camera steering, the Thyre- are damaged in wedges
god TRV row cleaner is able and in headland.
to go down to 2,5 cm on the Precision as well as high efrows, even at speeds above ficiency are the key words.
10 km / h.
Section control today is a
TRV row cleaner manages
to clean the rows, not only
with great accuracy but
also with high speed.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Parallel suspended cleaning sections
150mm wide parallelograms with ball bearings
Adjustable depth wheel on cleaning sections
Angle shears, S-Teeth or combination
2 pcs. stabilizing Disc
Rake kit with Spring

TRV

LIFT MOUNT

interrow cleaner

		SIMPLY

3 meter
4 meter

Most modern row cleaner
The TRV row cleaner is built with the aim of being
able to clean all kinds of crops in many different
conditions.
We have even made the possibilities for adapting to your specific wishes easy!

Frame
TRV is built around a double-frame. TRV Simply
can move freely with cleaning sections from side
to side (+/- 20cm). A locking bar is included for
locking the front boom at e.g. driving on the
road.
TRV Simply is built on the well-known frame
from our thoroughly tested and massproduced TRV Standard.
The TRV Cleaner has the market’s largest free
height of 80 cm, this prevents damage to
the crops by wedge lifting.

Cleaning sections
The cleaning sections can be adapted
and adjusted to suit your specific wishes.
We offer a wealth of different cutters
setups.
We offer, among other things, cleaning
sections for driving in potatoes. Potatosections are equipped as standard with
the roller discs which helps to throw
little soil around the potato plants, at
the same time they can be adjusted
so that they are involved in building
up ridges.

		STANDARD

3 meter
4 meter
6 meter
9 meter

Most modern row cleaner
The TRV row cleaner is built for the purpose of
being able to clean all kinds of crops in many different conditions. We have even made the possibilities for adapting to your specific wishes easy!

Frame
TRV is built around a double frame where cylinders
controlled by an auto-steering system can move
the boom with sections from side to side (+/- 20cm).
TRV is also equipped with two stabilization discs
which help to keep the cleaner stable.

Section lift
All cleaning sections are prepared for
hydraulic lifting from the factory. When
selecting section lift operated lifted electric
hydraulic tilt buttons.
This can be expanded to be controlled by
the tractor’s GPS.
The TRV Cleaner has the market’s largest
free height of 80 cm, this prevents
damage to the crops by wedge lifting.

Auto control
The TRV row cleaners are prepared
to be fitted with an auto-steering system. This helps in a very accurate
and efficient cleaning of your crops.
Choose between Thyregod Optical
Lane Assistant and / or Mechanical
Side Guide.

		FARMER

6 meter
9 meter

Most modern FARMER row cleaner
The TRV row cleaner is built with the
aim of being able to clean all kinds
of crops in many different conditions.
TRV Farmer represents the most necessary of a
machine, to get started cleaning your crops. The
TRV FARMER cleaner is built on the well-known
well-tested and thoroughly tested frame from TRV
ALM
Frame
TRV Farmer is fitted as standard with a fixed double frame which can later be extended with a side-sliding frame if you need to get extra close
to the plants using a camera. The boom is on
the 6 meter version equipped with 2 cylinders
for folding when driving on the road. 9 meters is
equipped with 4 cylinders.

High speed for cleaning
The TRV Farmer series is for you who want to
let the tractor drive according to your GPS
coordinates from the seedbed or where you
do not need to get very close to the plants
when cleaning. This means you can drive
faster when cleaning, while allowing you to
throw a little more soil.
The TRV Cleaner has by far the market’s
largest free height of 80cm.

Future-proof
The TRV Farmer can later be fitted with
hydraulic steering discs and an auto-steering system. The auto control system
helps for a very accurate and efficient
cleaning of your crops. When choosing
an auto steering system, the front frame must be replaced, which is easily
removed with 2 bolts.

		2.0 HD

6 meter
9 meter
Most modern inter row cleaner
The TRV row cleaner is built with the aim of
being able to clean all kinds of crops in many
different conditions. Our 2.0 HD is a further development of the TRV STANDART with increased
traction and torsional strength which gives a
43% stronger machine.
At TRV 2.0 HD, we have even made the possibilities for adapting to your specific wishes easy!

Frame
TRV is built around a double frame where a large
cylinder, which is controlled by an auto-steering
system, can move the boom with sections from
side to side (+/- 20cm).
With the built-in row shift, the cleaner can be
moved sideways a further 37.5 cm.
TRV is also equipped with two extra powerful
stabilizing discs which help to keep the cleaner stable during cleaning. The stabilization
discs can be supplied with ordinary spring or
a hydraulic suspension.

Section lift

All cleaning sections are prepared for
hydraulic lifting from the factory. When
section lift is selected, the lift is operated
hydraulically with buttons.
This can be expanded to be controlled by
the tractor’s ISOBUS Section control.
All Thyregod TRV inter row Cleaners has
the market’s largest frame height of 80
cm. this prevents damage to the crops
by wedge lifting.
Auto steering
Auto steering
TRV Inter row cleaners can be fitted with
an auto-steering system. This helps in a
very accurate and efficient cleaning of
your crops.
Choose between Thyregod Optical
Lane Assistant and / or Mechanical
Side steering.

TRV SWINGKING
Specifications

3x3,5M

2x5M

3x5M

2x6M

1x12M

Ja

Ja

Ja

Ja

Ja

2,98 m

2,98 m

2,98 m

2,98 m

2,98 m

-

-

-

Max. 72

Max. 96

Fra 15 cm

Fra 15 cm

Fra 15 cm

Fra 15 cm

Fra 15 cm

Seed equipment

Options

Options

Options

Options

Options

Camera steering

Options

Options

Options

Standard

Standard

Sections control

Options

Options

Options

Standard

Standard

Options

Options

Options

Options

Options

-

-

-

5.900 kg

5.900 kg

160 hk

160 hk

160 hk

160 hk

160 hk

Foldable
Transport width
No. rows
Rowdistance

Mechanical side
control
Weight
Recommended HP
Standard

Section control is in demand
today in many crops. And
with the market’s highest
frame of 85 cm and the highest lifting height on sectional lifts at 75 cm, we ensure
Today, the TRV row cleaner works under many dif- Through our super accurate that no plants are damaged
ferent conditions around camera controls, the Thyre- in wedges and on foreland.
the world. In row distances god TRV row cleaner is able
from 12.5 cm and up to 90 to go down at a distance Precision and high efficiencm. Whether it is grain, ra- of 3 cm into the rows, even cy are the key words.
peseed, beets, corn or so- at speeds above 10 km/h.
Thyregod has for many
years developed and produced row cleaners for
cleaning in row crops.

mething completely different, the TRV row cleaner
manages to clean the rows,
not only with great accuracy but also with high speed.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Parallel suspended cleaning sections
150mm wide parallelograms with ball bearings
Adjustable depth wheel on cleaning sections
Angle shears, S-Teeth or combination
Prepared for Isobus Section Control
2 pcs. stabilizing Disc
Rake kit with Spring
Parallel linked Shield plates

TRV

TRAILED
interrow cleaner

		SWINGKING
Most modern row cleaner - even bigger!
We have made the possibilities for efficiency and
flexibility even greater! Our TRV Swingking is our
largest row cleaner in the range with a cleaning
width of up to 18 meters! Clean e.g. after two independent seedbeds of 9 meters width each.

Frame
We have built TRV Swingking to meet
the
many
possibilities
for
customization as our lift-mounted row cleaners.
TRV Swingking is made up of 2 main booms
which can drive independently of each other.

Sowing equipment and band sprayer
Do you have a desire to be able to sow
grass seeds? Why not do it when you are
out cleaning the last time in the field?
Expand
your
TRV
Swingking
with
sowing
equipment!
TRV Swingking can also be equipped with
a belt spray system.

Steering
TRV Swingking to be fitted with an auto-steering system.
This
helps
in
a
very
accurate
and
efficient
cleaning
of
your
crops.
TRV Swingking is equipped with wheel steering which
i.a. ensure that you follow the tractor’s tracks but also
that you keep the direction in your tracks when driving
on small slopes.

Section lift |STANDARD / 2.0 HD / SWINGKING
As additional equipment, you can purchase our patented system of section lift for TRV
interrow cleaner. The section lift lifts the entire section up from the row so that you do
not damage the plants when you e.g. turns in the headland.
Section lift is prepared for driving via GPS (Requires ISO-BUS box and small adjustment
in the tractor). This means that when you hit a wedge in the field, the tractor’s GPS can
control automatic lifting of the sections.
The section lift can alternatively for GPS be delivered with operation of the electric box
with rocker buttons or directly via the tractor’s hydraulic outlet.
Optical Lane Assistant |STANDARD / 2.0 HD / SWINGKING
The TRV interrow cleaner is designed for use with Optical Lane Assistant control. This helps
to ensure accurate control using cameras. A specially manufactured camera is connected
to the Vision control system. The camera contains advanced software with algorithms that together with lens color cameras form a 3D environment of the plant rows. The camera usually
looks for 2 rows, but this function can be changed in the terminal, as desired. The information
the camera picks up is sent to the Terminal in the tractor, where it is then converted into movements on the cleaner. At the same time, the terminal keeps you informed. TRV interrow cleaner
can be equipped with up to a total of 2 cameras.
Mechanical auto-steering |STANDARD / 2.0 HD / SWINGKING
The mechanical row control system keys on the side of the crops in 2 different rows. The mechanical side guide can be used when the sticks have a little finger thickness. The only thing that prevents the length of the season for weed control is the height of the boom, which is a full 60-80cm!
Sowing equipment and band sprayer|

STANDARD / 2.0 HD / SWINGKING

You can expand your interrow cleaner with sowing equipment either via a spreading plate or 3
rows of row sowing equipment. Sowing of e.g. grass seeds are a good idea to do at the same time
as the final cleaning. Belt sprayer can also be mounted as part of the TRV interrow cleaner. The belt
sprayer equipment is delivered with a hose and nozzles on the cleaner, where the nozzles are mounted with a small splash guard for greater precision.

Thyregod has for many
years developed and produced interrow cleaners
for cleaning in row crops.
Thyregod’s many years in
the industry with modern
interrow cleaning have meant that we have built up
an accessory list so that
the customer can adapt
his cleaner as needed.

The cleaners can be equipped with Statutory traffic lights, Support legs for
when you need to set the
cleaner from the tractor,
advanced but user-friendly 3D row control system,
a mechanical row control
system, section lift which
can be prepared to talk
to the tractor’s GPS system
and support wheels which

are always recommended if mounted section lift.
The sections on the TRV
interrow cleaner are built
on a parallelogram where bearings are mounted.
The structure of the sections can be adapted
with a wealth of different
buns, sticks and inserts.
You decide for yourself.

ACCESSORIES

interrow cleaner

		SECTION
15 - 32cm row distances

2

Here, S-teeth without screen plates or Angle inserts without screen plates are suggested

1

35 - 57cm row distances
Here, S-teeth and screen plates or Angle
inserts and screen plates are suggested

5

3

4
57 - 90cm row distances
S-teeth and screen plates are suggested
here

1

HARROW

2

BULLE

4

CUTTERS

5

DEEPT WHEEL

Potato sections
S-tooth and jumper discs are suggested
here

SCREEN PLATES

STONE REJECTS

3

CUTTING HOLDER

We stay

IN YOUR

ROWS
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